Proposal 2:
In case of approval of our proposal 1 by the congress, proposal 2 will be withdrawn during the congress.

In case of approval of Merger and Reorganisation by the congress WNBA requests to be further on a legal entity with the similar status like before as a legal entity of FIQ. Even the WNBA federations should be further on members of the "Merger" with the similar status like before as a member of FIQ.
The "Plan of Merger" and statutes of the "Merger" have to be changed accordingly.

Reasoning:
There are no reasons to create a bowling future without Ninepin Bowling and even not with Ninepin as Committee.
If the "Merger" and the Reorganisation will be accepted by the Congress the Ninepin federations are no longer regular members of FIQ/World Bowling and even WNBA is no longer a membership entity. So they are cut of from an organisation, recognized from the IOC. But a lot of our Ninepin Federations are hooked on payments from their national Olympic Committees. Furthermore the WNBA federations playing Nine- and Tenpin will be splitted. Ninepin is tradition and history of Tenpin.

We kindly ask the congress to approve this proposal.

Thomas Berk
President WNBA